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sis and large coercivity in
bisbenzimidazole radical-bridged dilanthanide
complexes†

Florian Benner, a Léo La Droitte,b Olivier Cador, b Boris Le Guennic b

and Selvan Demir *a

A judicious combination of radical ligands innate to diffuse spin orbitals with paramagnetic metal ions elicits

strong magnetic exchange coupling which leads to properties important for future technologies. This

metal-radical approach aids in effective magnetic communication of especially lanthanide ions as their

4f orbitals are contracted and not readily accessible. Notably, a high spin density on the donor atoms of

the radical is required for strong coupling. Such molecules are extremely rare owing to high reactivity

rendering their isolation challenging. Herein, we present two unprecedented series of bisbenzimidazole-

based dilanthanide complexes [(Cp*2Ln)2(m-Bbim)] (1-Ln = Gd, Tb, Dy, Bbim = 2,2′-bisbenzimidazole)

and [K(crypt-222)][(Cp*2Ln)2(m-Bbimc)] −(2-Ln = Gd, Tb, Dy), where the latter contains the first Bbim3−c

radical matched with any paramagnetic metal ion. The magnetic exchange constant for 2-Gd of J =

−1.96(2) cm−1 suggests strong antiferromagnetic Gd-radical coupling, whereas the lanthanides in 1-Gd

are essentially uncoupled. Ab initio calculations on 2-Tb and 2-Dy uncovered coupling strengths of −4.8

and −1.8 cm−1. 1-Dy features open hysteresis loops with a coercive field of Hc of 0.11 T where the

single-molecule magnetism can be attributed to the single-ion effect due to lack of coupling. Excitingly,

pairing the effective magnetic coupling with the strong magnetic anisotropy of Dy results in magnetic

hysteresis with a blocking temperature TB of 5.5 K and coercive field HC of 0.54 T, ranking 2-Dy as the

second best dinuclear single-molecule magnet containing an organic radical bridge. A Bbim4− species is

formed electrochemically hinting at the accessibility of Bbim-based redox-active materials.
Introduction

Organic radicals, or organic compounds containing unpaired
electrons, have been historically difficult to isolate due to their
intrinsic instability and high reactivity. Despite the intricate
handling, their unique electronic structure renders them valu-
able building blocks for next generation magnetic and elec-
tronic materials.1,2 Importantly, the combination of ligands
containing unpaired electrons with metal ions gave rise to
impressive advances in the elds of single-molecule magnets
(SMMs) and molecular spintronics.3–7

SMMs are molecules that show an energy barrier (Ueff) to
magnetic relaxation which allows a retention of their magneti-
zation orientation aer removing an applied external magnetic
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eld. These bulk magnetic-like features innate to SMMs are
detectable by eld-dependent magnetization experiments
giving rise to open magnetic hysteresis loops. Metrics to best
capture the properties of a magnetic hysteresis loop are the
blocking temperature, TB, equalling to the temperature at which
magnetic information is lost within a specic time frame, and
the coercive eld, HC, corresponding to the prerequisite
magnetic eld to counteract remnant magnetization. Such
molecules have garnered immense interest owing to the
impactful potential applications in high-density information
storage, molecular spintronics, and quantum computing.8–13 To
realize these applications, the key performance characteristics
Ueff, TB and HC need to be augmented ideally up to room
temperature.

One auspicious route to full this goal is the generation of
multinuclear SMMs to yield a large overall ground state
concomitant with an attenuation of quantum tunnelling and an
increase in relaxation times. Among all metals, lanthanides
constitute ideal candidates for SMM design owing to their large
magnetic anisotropy stemming from large unquenched orbital
momentum and strong spin–orbit coupling. Over the course of
the past decade, the implementation of radical bridging ligands
has been extremely rewarding to construct polynuclear
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 5577–5592 | 5577
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lanthanide SMMs, as radicals engendered strong magnetic
coupling between otherwise isolated magnetic moments of the
lanthanide ions.14–16 This metal-radical approach is an impor-
tant concept since the use of diamagnetic ligands where typical
donor atoms are oxygen or nitrogen usually hampers the
magnetic communication between the lanthanide ions due to
their contracted 4f-orbitals which prevent substantial involve-
ment in chemical bonding and therefore, cannot transfer spin
density onto the ligand system.17

An alternative, yet extremely rare, path explores the use of
donor atoms comprising heavy p-block elements innate to
expanded p-orbitals as those enable superexchange coupling
pathways originating from an effective orbital overlap.18–20

Although exciting approach, such molecules are extremely
scarce, possibly due to the added synthetic challenge compared
to lighter p-block elements. By exploiting the more diffuse
orbitals of radicals, this effect is substantially amplied and
allows for direct exchange coupling between the radical and
magnetic moments of the metals. Considering all metrics, the
current best radical-bridged SMM constitutes the organome-
tallic terbium complex [K(crypt-222)][(Cp*2Tb)2(m-N2c)] (where
crypt-222 = 2.2.2-cryptand, Cp* = pentam-
ethylcyclopentadienyl), where the coupling of two highly
anisotropic terbium(III) ions via a dinitrogen radical N2

3−c
engenders magnetic blocking and open hysteresis loops up to
30 K and a colossal coercive eld ofHC= 7.9 K.21 Themagnitude
of coercive eld is only surpassed by a recently discovered
mixed-valent lanthanide metal–metal-bonded system which is
so far an impressive and sole example of this kind and thus, the
accessibility of akin LnII–LnIII compounds need to be probed.22

Although the magnetism of the terbium N2
3−c molecule is

impressive, relative to organic radical-bridged complexes, this
temperature is low to allow for applications in consumer tech-
nology, for which the operating temperature has to approach
ideally room temperature. Strategies to boost the operating
temperatures of N2

3−c radical-bridged SMMs, by increasing the
magnetic coupling strength through appropriate chemical
substitution on the radical or successfully implementing the
Scheme 1 Radical ligands employed in dinuclear lanthanide single-mol
constants (JGd-Rad) between gadolinium and radical magnetic moments.
fields (HC) were observed for the Dy congeners.

5578 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 5577–5592
N2
3−c radical into higher-nuclearity clusters are promising yet

hitherto unknown owing to the immense synthetic challenge.
Organic radicals bear a huge advantage over N2

3−c radicals as
they provide the prospect of being employed for the controlled
synthesis of larger molecular clusters or extended solids. Key is
to use suitable radical ligands with large spin densities on the
donor atoms, which precludes the class of nitronyl nitroxide
radicals as those feature low spin densities. Canvassing the
literature, it is apparent that only a handful of radical ligands
were effectively combined with anisotropic late lanthanides,
Scheme 1.18–20,23–26 Those tetradentate bridges are particularly
relevant for the prolic formation of multinuclear entities
spanning from zero-dimensional to three-dimensional mate-
rials (i.e. clusters, chains, etc). Among those, only tetrapyr-
idylpyrazine (tppz) and bipyrimidyl (bpym) radicals have led to
open hysteresis loops, where the latter has also been probed
regarding substitution effects on the radical.25,26 The scarcity of
lanthanide-radical compounds highlights the necessity of
generating new radical bridging ligands with the goal to reach
higher blocking temperatures than currently accessible, and the
challenge of devising successful synthetic routes that enable
isolation.

We recognized 2,2′-bisbenzimidazole (Bbim) for its ability to
form bridges in the dianionic state and robustness, and notably
the possibility to construct higher nuclearity compounds.27,28

Although promising, radical states of Bbim were unknown yet
even redox inactivity of that ligand was highlighted when
unied with heavier d-block metals. Recently, we demonstrated
the successful isolation of the rst instance of a crystallo-
graphically characterised bisbenzimidazole radical anion
Bbim3−c in the form of a dinuclear yttrium complex.29 The
diamagnetic nature of yttrium(III) allowed an in-depth analysis
involving NMR and EPR spectroscopy, as well as DFT studies.
We concluded the Bbim radical to be an ideal candidate for
SMM design due to the delocalized high spin density. Herein,
we describe the synthesis, structural characterisation, and
spectroscopic properties of the rst organometallic bisbenzi-
midazole lanthanide complexes [(Cp*2Ln)2(m-Bbim)] (1-Ln =
ecule magnets along with the quantified magnetic exchange coupling
For bptz3−c no gadolinium-radical coupling was reported. The coercive

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Gd, Tb, Dy) which upon chemical reduction with KC8 in the
presence of crypt-222 gave [K(crypt-222)][(Cp*2Ln)2(m-Bbimc)] (2-
Ln = Gd, Tb, Dy), representing the rst bisbenzimidazole
radical-bridged compounds that contain paramagnetic metal
ions. The complexes 1-Ln and 2-Ln were subjected to in-depth
structural, spectroscopic, and magnetic analysis. The dynamic
magnetization measurements uncovered substantial coercivity
and magnetic blocking for 2-Dy placing it among the small set
of radical-bridged SMMs displaying memory effect. 1-Dy was
also subjected to variable-eld magnetization measurements
revealing open hysteresis loops of up to 5 K. Notably, the
radical-bridge elicits a vefold increase in coercive eld height
moving from 1-Dy to 2-Dy. Furthermore, 1-Dy and 2-Dy consti-
tute the rst single-molecule magnets that contain a bisbenzi-
midazole ligand in any oxidation state. The exchange coupling
constant J was experimentally determined from tting zero-
eld-cooled (zfc) DC magnetic data of 2-Gd and range among
the highest determined values for radical-bridged lanthanide
complexes. The electronic structures for 2-Ln (Ln = Tb, Dy) and
1-Dy were investigated via ab initio calculations using the State-
Averaged Complete Active Space Self-Consistent Field approach
with Restricted-Active-Space-State-Interaction method (SA-
CASSCF/RASSI-SO). Magnetic blocking in 1-Dy and 2-Dy and
the absence of blocking in 2-Tb were reproduced well from
these calculations and suggest considerably different ligand
eld effects in comparison to bpym radical-bridged complexes.
This insight is transformative and will guide towards the design
of higher blocking SMMs. The accessibility of the tetraanionic
state of 2-Dy was proven by electrochemical methods and will
additionally allow access to new materials.
Experimental methods
General information

All manipulations were performed under inert conditions using
either standard Schlenk techniques or argon-lled glovebox.
nHexane, toluene and THF were puried by reuxing over
potassium using benzophenone as an indicator and distilled
prior to use. The chemicals pentamethylcyclopentadiene
(Cp*H), allylmagnesium chloride (2.0 M in THF), potassium
bistrimethylsilylamide (KN(Si(CH3)3)2) anhydrous LnCl3
(Ln = Gd, Tb, Dy), Celite, and 2.2.2-cryptand (crypt-222) were
purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Crypt-222 was recrystallized
from nhexane prior to use. KCp*,30 (HNEt3)(BPh4),31

Cp*2Ln(BPh4),26 H2Bbim,32 KC8 (ref. 33) and K2Bbim29 were
synthesized according to literature procedures.
Synthesis of [(Cp*2Ln)2(m-Bbim)], 1-Ln = Gd, Tb, Dy

To THF solutions of the metal tetraphenylborate complexes
Cp*2Ln(BPh4) (Ln = Gd, Tb, Dy) (2 equiv., ∼10 mL THF) the off-
white deprotonated bisbenzimidazole ligand K2Bbim was
added as a solid. An immediate colour change to yellow and the
formation of a ne, colourless solid could be observed. The
mixture was stirred for 3.5 h, briey le standing for the solids
to settle, and ltered through a Celite plug. The clear yellow
solutions were evaporated to dryness to afford yellow and
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
colourless solids which were extracted three times with toluene.
Colourless insoluble solids were removed through ltration
through Celite to afford a clear, yellow ltrate which was evap-
orated to dryness. The resulting yellow solids were redissolved
in a minimum amount of toluene and stored at −30 °C for
crystallization. Pale green block-shaped crystals of 1-Ln were
grown over the course of 3 days.

[(Cp*2Gd)2(m-Bbim)], 1-Gd. Used masses: Cp*2Gd(BPh4):
0.2296 g (0.3074 mmol), K2Bbim: 0.0472 g (0.152 mmol). Crys-
talline yield of 1-Gd: 0.0979 g (0.0899 mmol, 59%). Anal. calcd
for C54H68N4Gd2: C, 59.63; H, 6.30; N, 5.15. Found: C, 59.14; H,
6.19; N, 4.99. IR (ATR, cm−1): 3058 (vw), 2958 (vw), 2904 (vw),
2859 (vw), 1592 (w), 1448 (w), 1374 (s), 1347 (s), 1282 (s), 1251
(w), 1146 (vw), 1116 (vw), 1029 (vw), 1008 (m), 967 (w), 908 (m),
777 (m), 740 (s).

[(Cp*2Tb)2(m-Bbim)], 1-Tb. Used masses: Cp*2Tb(BPh4):
0.131 g (0.175 mmol), K2Bbim: 0.0271 g (0.0873 mmol). Crys-
talline yield of 1-Tb: 0.0648 g (0.0594 mmol, 68%). Anal. calcd
for C54H68N4Tb2: C, 59.45; H, 6.28; N, 5.14. Found: C, 59.52; H,
6.29; N, 5.07. IR (ATR, cm−1): 3060 (vw), 2967 (w), 2904 (s), 2855
(s), 2721 (w), 1605 (w), 1575 (vw), 1444 (s), 1377 (s), 1359 (vs),
1346 (vs), 1279 (vs), 1249 (w), 1118 (w), 1059 (vw), 1021 (w), 1008
(s), 977 (w), 913 (s), 801 (vw), 777 (s), 740 (vs), 688 (w).

[(Cp*2Dy)2(m-Bbim)], 1-Dy. Used masses: Cp*2Dy(BPh4):
0.2031 g (0.2700 mmol), K2Bbim: 0.0419 g (0.135 mmol). Crys-
talline yield of 1-Dy: 0.1079 g (0.09825 mmol, 73%). Anal. calcd
for C54H68N4Dy2: anal. calcd for C54H68N4Dy2: C, 59.06; H,
6.24; N, 5.10. Found: C, 58.91; H, 6.03; N, 5.05. IR (ATR, cm−1):
3047 (vw), 2963 (w), 2901 (m), 2853 (m), 2720 (w), 1607 (w), 1573
(w), 1444 (m), 1377 (w), 1360 (s), 1346 (s), 1279 (m), 1249 (w),
1118 (w), 1060 (w), 1021 (w), 1008 (w), 978 (w), 913 (m), 801 (vw),
777 (w), 740 (s), 688 (w).
Synthesis of [K(crypt-222)][(Cp*2Ln)2(m-Bbimc)], 2-Ln = Gd,
Tb, Dy

To a THF (8–10mL) solution of themetal complexes, 1-Ln, 2.2.2-
cryptand (1 equiv., 1 mL THF) was added and stirred for 5 min.
Addition of solid KC8 (1 equiv.) resulted in an immediate colour
change to dark green and the formation of an insoluble gray
material, presumably graphite. Aer stirring for 20 min, the
mixture was ltered to remove the insoluble solids and the
clear, dark green ltrate was stored at−30 °C for crystallization.
Dark green block-shaped crystals of 2-Ln were grown over the
course of 3–5 days.

[K(crypt-222)][(Cp*2Gd)2(m-Bbimc)], 2-Gd. Used masses: 1-
Gd: 0.0979 g (0.0900 mmol), 2.2.2-cryptand: 0.0338 mg (0.0898
mmol), KC8: 0.0122 g (0.0902 mmol). Crystalline yield of 2-Gd:
0.0445 g (0.0296 mmol, 33%). Anal. calcd for C72H104N6O6KGd2:
C, 57.53; H, 6.97; N, 5.59. Found: C, 57.69; H, 7.42; N, 5.33. IR
(ATR, cm−1): 3043 (vw), 2968 (w), 2892 (m), 2850 (m), 2814 (w),
2725 (w), 1552 (m), 1474 (m), 1441 (s), 1355 (m), 1295 (w), 1254
(s), 1217 (s), 1133 (s), 1101 (s), 1077 (s), 1025 (m), 1006 (m), 949
(m), 932 (m), 917 (m), 902 (m), 829 (w), 820 (w), 764 (w), 751 (w),
718 (s).

[K(crypt-222)][(Cp*2Tb)2(m-Bbimc)], 2-Tb. Used masses: 1-Tb:
0.0722 g (0.0662 mmol), 2.2.2-cryptand: 0.0229 mg (0.0608
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 5577–5592 | 5579
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mmol), KC8: 0.0083 g (0.061 mmol). Crystalline yield of 2-Tb:
0.0349 g. (0.0232 mmol, 35%). Anal. calcd for C72H104N6O6KTb2:
C, 57.40; H, 6.96; N, 5.58. Found: C, 57.23; H, 7.19; N, 5.53. IR
(ATR, cm−1): 3043 (w), 2961 (m), 2881 (s), 2851 (s), 2725 (w),
1552 (s), 1474 (w), 1441 (s), 1353 (s), 1293 (w), 1256 (vs), 1218 (s),
1172 (w), 1133 (s), 1100 (vs), 1077 (s), 1006 (s), 948 (vs), 930 (s),
902 (vs), 859 (w), 829 (w), 820 (w), 764 (vw), 751 (w), 718 (s).

[K(crypt-222)][(Cp*2Dy)2(m-Bbimc)], 2-Dy. Used masses: 1-Dy:
0.0469 g (0.0427 mmol), 2.2.2-cryptand: 0.0175 mg (0.0465
mmol), KC8: 0.0065 g (0.048 mmol). Crystalline yield of 2-Dy:
0.0183 g (0.0121 mmol, 28%). Anal. calcd for C72H104N6O6KDy2:
C, 57.13; H, 6.93; N, 5.55. Found: C, 56.97; H, 6.88; N, 5.21. IR
(ATR, cm−1): 3042 (vw), 2963 (w), 2881 (s), 2850 (s), 2812 (w),
2721 (w), 1554 (m), 1476 (w), 1441 (s), 1355 (s), 1293 (w), 1257
(vs), 1220 (s), 1174 (w), 1133 (s), 1101 (s), 1077 (s), 1008 (m), 951
(s), 932 (m), 917 (m), 902 (m), 859 (w), 829 (w), 820 (w), 779 (vw),
764 (w), 749 (m), 719 (s), 669 (w).
IR spectroscopy

IR spectra were recorded with an Agilent Cary 630 ATR spec-
trometer in an argon-lled glovebox.
UV/vis spectroscopy

UV/vis spectra were recorded in an argon-lled glovebox with an
Agilent Cary 60 spectrometer, equipped with QP600-1-SR ber
optics and a Square One cuvette holder from Ocean Insight.
SQUID magnetometry

Magnetic data were collected with a Quantum Design MPMPS3
SQUID magnetometer. Crystalline materials of 1-Ln and 2-Ln
were washed with cold toluene or THF, respectively, and dried
under vacuum for 1 h prior to sample preparation. Molten
eicosane was added at 60 °C to the sample to immobilize the
crystallites and to ensure good thermal contact between sample
and the bath. The samples were sealed airtight and transferred
to the SQUID magnetometer. All data were corrected for
diamagnetic contributions from the eicosane and core
diamagnetism estimated using Pascal's constants.34
Cyclic voltammetry measurements

All cyclic voltammetry experiments were conducted under inert
atmosphere in an argon-lled glovebox. Complex 2-Dy was
measured using a PGSTAT204 from Metrohm with 1.3 mmol
L−1 sample solution in THF with (nBu4N)(PF6) as supporting
electrolyte (0.25 mol L−1) in conjunction with a glassy carbon
working electrode, a Pt spring counter electrode and a Pt wire
pseudo reference electrode. All voltammograms were externally
referenced to a ferrocene solution with identical supporting
electrolyte concentration.
Elemental analysis

Elemental analyses were obtained at Michigan State University.
In an argon-lled glovebox, solid samples (∼1–3 mg) were
weighed into tin sample holders and folded multiple times to
5580 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 5577–5592
ensure proper sealing from surrounding atmosphere. Samples
were transferred to the instrument under exclusion of air.

Single crystal X-ray diffraction

Data of complex 1-Dy and 2-Dy were collected on a Bruker CCD
(charge coupled device) based diffractometer using MoKa

radiation. The instrument was equipped with an Oxford Cryo-
stream low-temperature apparatus operating at 173 K. Data
were measured using omega and phi scans of 1.0° per frame for
30 s. The total number of images was based on results from the
program COSMO35 where redundancy was expected to be 4.0
and completeness of 100% out to 0.83 Å. Cell parameters were
retrieved using APEX II soware36 and rened using SAINT on
all observed reections. Data reduction was performed using
the SAINT soware37 which corrects for Lp. Scaling and
absorption corrections were applied using SADABS38 multi-scan
technique.

Data on 1-Ln and 2-Ln (Ln = Gd, Tb) were collected on
a XtaLAB Synergy DualexHyPix four-circle diffractometer,
equipped with a HyPix Hybrid Pixel Array Detector. The crystals
were kept at 100 K during data collection. Data were measured
using CuKa (1-Gd and 1-Tb) and MoKa (2-Gd and 2-Tb) radia-
tion. The maximum resolution that was achieved was Q =

71.296° (0.81 Å). The CrysAlisPro soware package39 was used to
retrieve and rene the cell parameters, as well as for data
reduction. Correction for absorption effects was done using
a numerical correction based on gaussian integration over
a multifaceted crystal model and an empirical correction using
spherical harmonics, implemented in SCALE3 ABSPACK40

scaling algorithm (spherical harmonics and frame scaling).
Using Olex2,41 the structures were solved with the ShelXT42

structure solution program using intrinsic phasing and rened
with version 2018/3 of ShelXL43 using least squares minimiza-
tion. All non-hydrogen atoms expect for the atoms belonging to
disordered THF molecules in 2-Ln were rened anisotropically.
Hydrogen atoms were calculated by geometrical methods and
rened as a riding model. The crystals used for the diffraction
study showed no decomposition during data collection. Crystal
data and structure renement for all compounds are shown in
Tables S1 and S2.†

Calculations

Atomic positions were extracted from the crystal X-ray diffrac-
tion structures. Only the positions of the hydrogen atoms were
optimized at the DFT level using the 2017 release of the ADF
package,44–46 while other atom positions were kept frozen. The
revPBE functional,47,48 the TZP basis set and the SR-ZORA
Hamiltonian49 were used in the unrestricted formalism by
considering an open-shell octet spin state for 2-Tb and an open-
shell septet spin state for 1-Dy and 2-Dy.

Complexes 2-Tb, 2-Dy and 1-Dy are not centrosymmetric.
Thus, calculations were rst performed on each LnIII centre,
with the second LnIII centre replaced by the closed-shell YIII ion.
In order to take into account the radical character of the Bbim
ligand, point charges of −0.25e were placed on each nitrogen
atom position during these calculations. Calculations were
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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performed using the SA-CASSCF/RASSI-SO method, as imple-
mented in the OpenMolcas package (version 19.11).50 All atoms
were described by ANO-RCC basis set.51,52 The following
contractions were used: [8s7p5d3f2g1h] for the Tb and the Dy
atoms, [7s6p4d2f1g] for the Y atoms, [4s3p1d] for the N and the
C atoms, [3s2p] for the C atoms of the methyl groups, and [2s]
for the H atoms. Cholesky decomposition of the bielectronic
integrals was employed to save disk space and to speed up the
calculations.53

In a rst approach, the active space consisted of the 4f
electrons of the LnIII ions (eight for TbIII and nine for DyIII)
spanning the seven 4f orbitals; CAS(8,7)SCF for 2-Tb and
CAS(9,7)SCF for 2-Dy and 1-Dy. In RASSI-SO, 7 septets, 140
quartets, 91 triplets and 77 singlets for the TbIII ion, and 21
sextets, 224 quartets and 224 doublets for the DyIII ion, were
mixed through spin–orbit coupling. The resulting spin–orbit
wave functions and energies were used to compute the local
magnetic properties using the SINGLE_ANISO routine. Then,
dipole–dipole magnetic couplings between the LnIII centres
were obtained using the POLY_ANISO routine.54,55 Exchange
interactions were estimated within the Lines model, using
computed values by POLY_ANISO and a homemade procedure
to t the exchange parameter by comparing the computed
susceptibility curves and the experimental ones.56

In a second approach, the isotropic magnetic coupling
between the LnIII ion and the radical ligand is computed at the
CASSCF level without considering spin–orbit effects. For 2-Gd,
the active space consisted of the seven 4f orbitals of the GdIII ion
plus the singly occupied antibonding p* orbital of the radical
ligand: eight electrons in eight orbitals, CAS(8,8). In a similar
manner, the active spaces for 2-Tb and 2-Dy are CAS(9,8) and
CAS(10,8), respectively. The energy of the lowest nonuplet and
septet states was computed based on the set of molecular
orbitals (MOs) of the septet state for 2-Gd. For 2-Tb, the energy
of the lowest octet and sextet states was computed based on the
Fig. 1 Synthesis of [(Cp*2Ln)2(m-Bbim)] (1-Ln) through salt metathesis rea
KC8 to [K(crypt-222)][(Cp*2Ln)2(m-Bbimc)] (2-Ln). Structures of the Bbi
complexes 2-Ln (bottom). Green, blue and gray spheres represent lant
solvent molecules, and the counter ion ([K(crypt-222)]+ for 2-Ln are om

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
set of MOs of the sextet state, and for 2-Dy, the energy of the
lowest septet and quintet states was computed based on the set
of MOs of the quintet state. Using these energies, exchange
coupling constants were computed within Heisenberg model.

Results and discussion
Synthesis, structural and spectroscopic characterisation

The salt metathesis of Cp*2Ln(BPh4) with K2Bbim afforded the
dinuclear lanthanide complexes [(Cp*2Ln)2(m-Bbim)] (1-Ln),
featuring a diamagnetic Bbim2− bridging ligand in yields
ranging from 59% (1-Gd), 68% (1-Tb), to 73% (1-Dy). 1-Ln were
crystallized by cooling concentrated toluene solutions to −30 °
C, where 1-Dy crystallized in the triclinic space group P�1, while
1-Gd and 1-Tb crystallized in themonoclinic space groups C2/m.
For 1-Gd and 1-Tb, the asymmetric unit contains half a Bbim2−

ligand and a disordered Cp*Ln unit, hence no torsion along the
Tb1–N1–N2–Tb2 atoms is found (Fig. 1, S1 and S2, Tables 1 and
S1†). Subsequent reduction of crystalline 1-Ln dissolved in THF
with KC8 in the presence of crypt-222 yielded [K(crypt-222)]
[(Cp*2Ln)2(m-Bbimc)], 2-Ln, containing the Bbim3−c radical
anion. Dark green single crystals of 2-Ln suitable for X-ray
analysis were obtained by cooling a concentrated solution to
−35 °C for several days in yields of 33% (2-Gd), 35% (2-Tb) and
28% (2-Dy). 2-Ln crystallize in the space group P�1 and are iso-
structural to the yttrium congener (Fig. 1, S3 and S4, Tables 2
and S2†).29 In this series of complexes, the coordination sphere
of the lanthanide ions constitutes of two h5-coordinated Cp*
rings and two bonding nitrogen atoms of the Bbim ligand,
forming a bridge between the two metal ions. In addition,
a [K(crypt-222)]+ counterion is apparent in the asymmetric unit
accompanied by three THF molecules. Inspection of the struc-
tural parameters obtained for 2-Ln show that the chemical
reduction of the BBim2− bridge is accompanied by signicant
contraction in the C–C bond connecting the two benzimidazole
ction of Cp*2Ln(BPh4) with K2Bbim followed by a reduction of 1-Lnwith
m2− bridged complexes 1-Ln (top) and the Bbim3−c radical-bridged
hanide, nitrogen and carbon atoms, respectively. All hydrogen atoms,
itted for clarity.
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Table 1 Selected interatomic distances (Å) and angles (deg) of the
Bbim2−-bridged complexes, 1-Lna

1-Ln Gd Tb Dy

C2–C2′ 1.454(5) 1.447(3) 1.455(4)
Av. Ln–N 2.440(4) 2.428(3) 2.423(2)
Ln–Ln 6.239(1) 6.215(1) 6.203(3)
Cnt–Ln–Cnt 138.0(1) 138.0(1) 138.8(1)
Ln1–N1–N2–Ln2 0.1(1) 0.1(1) 11.8(3)°
N1–Ln–N1′ 72.0(1) 72.4(1) 72.3(1)

a Cnt = centroid of the pentamethylcyclopentadienyl ring.

Table 2 Selected interatomic distances (Å) and angles (deg) of the
Bbim3−c radical-bridged complexes, 2-Lna

2-Ln Gd Tb Dy

C2–C2′ 1.408(4) 1.410(6) 1.403(7)
Av. Ln–N 2.390(3) 2.383(4) 2.369(4)
Ln–Ln 6.100(1) 6.096(1) 6.060(1)
Av. Cnt–Ln–Cnt 135.8(2) 135.8(2) 135.3(2)
Ln1–N1–N2–Ln2 21.7(4)/29.1(4) 18.5(5)/26.3(5) 15.5(5)/22.8(5)
N1–Ln–N1′ 74.3(1)/75.3(1) 74.1(1)/75.2(1) 75.4(1)/75.6(1)

a Cnt = centroid of the pentamethylcyclopentadienyl ring.
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moieties of (−0.046 Å (Gd);−0.037 Å (Tb);−0.052 Å (Dy)), which
can be attributed to the population of the ligand-cantered
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), that exhibits
a bonding region between the C2 and C2′ atoms.29 Within the
series of heavy lanthanide complexes this bond distance seems
to be largely indifferent to themetal ion. However, the reduction
of the Bbim2− ligand induces a slight asymmetry within the Dy–
N bonding, which is reected in asymmetric Ln–N–N–Ln angles
(21.7(4)/29.1(4)° (Gd); 18.5(5)/26.3(5)° (Tb); 15.5(5)/22.8(5)°
(Dy)). In addition, the reduction of the Bbim ligand results in
a shortened Ln–Ln distance (difference between 1-Ln and 2-Ln:
−0.139 Å (Gd); −0.125 Å (Tb); −0.143 Å (Dy)), which also results
in a slightly widened bite angle of the ligand (difference
between 1-Ln and 2-Ln: 2.8° (Gd); 2.3° (Tb); 3.2° (Dy)). Such
deformations are in accordance with the decrease in ionic radii
Fig. 2 Superimposed UV/vis spectra of [(Cp*2Ln)2(m-Bbim)] (1-Ln, in red
Concentrations: (A) 1-Gd: 2.636 × 10−5 mol L−1, 2-Gd: 3.198 × 10−5 mo
Dy: 1.353 × 10−5 mol L−1, 2-Dy: 1.114 × 10−4 mol L−1.
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within the lanthanide series. Strikingly, the reduction induces
a slight decrease in the bending angle of the Cp moieties, as can
be seen by the Cpcent–Ln–Cpcent angles (−2.2° (Gd); −2.2° (Tb);
−3.5° (Dy)). The closest intermolecular Ln–Ln distance in 2-Ln
(8.930(1) Å (Gd); 8.947(1) Å (Tb); 8.955(1) Å (Dy)) are signicantly
longer than the intramolecular Ln–Ln distances, hence
rendering intermolecular dipolar coupling unlikely (Fig. S5–
S7†).

These structural changes upon reduction of 1-Ln are
accompanied by pronounced changes of the IR spectra (Fig. S8–
S12†), which is apparent by the emergence of additional signals
around 1550 and 1100 cm−1. Such changes are indicative of
a variation in metal–ligand interaction, which has been previ-
ously associated with increased ligand nucleophilicity and
reduced p donation, traversing from neutral to radical anionic
ligands.57

The reduction of 1-Ln results in drastic changes of the UV-vis
spectra for 2-Ln: while 1-Ln show no absorption signals above
380 nm, 2-Ln exhibit multiple absorption bands between 380
and 450 nm, and three broad absorptions at 696 nm, 781 and
882 nm (Fig. 2 and S13–S15†). The additional absorptions in the
visible region are ascribed to p / p* transitions from the
SOMO to the vacant LUMO+1 orbital. This assignment is
inspired by the spectroscopic results obtained for a trans-indigo
(Ind−c) radical and the radical-bridged complex meso-
[(Ru(bpy)2)2(m-Indc)](ClO4)3 (where Ind = Indigo).58,59

Cyclic voltammetry measurements were carried out on 2-Dy
(Fig. 3) to gain insight into the electronic structure of the
complex. Here, one quasi reversible feature was observed at
−1.02(8) V, which is slightly anodically shied compared to
−1.29(8) V for 2-Y. This feature suggests that further ligand-
based reduction to a diamagnetic Bbim4− species and reox-
idation to Bbim3−c is feasible on the timescale of the electro-
chemical experiment. Following repeated scans an irreversible
oxidation feature at +0.25(8) V appeared, which remained
unchanged upon further cycles (Fig. S16†). This feature can
potentially be attributed to the oxidation of decomposition
products that may arise from scanning towards very negative
potentials. Indeed, the analyte proved to gradually decompose
over the course of the experiment as indicated through
), and [K(crypt-222)][(Cp*2Ln)2(m-Bbimc)] (2-Ln, in blue), taken in THF.
l L−1. (B) 1-Tb: 1.389 × 10−5 mol L−1, 2-Tb: 2.307 × 10−5 mol L−1. (C) 1-

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 3 Cyclic voltammogram of 2-Dy, measured in THF at 300 K with
0.25 M (nBu4N)PF6 supporting electrolyte and 1.7 mmol L−1 analyte
concentration against a Pt wire pseudo reference electrode with
a 50 mV s−1 scan rate.
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a gradual loss of the intense green colour associated with the
Bbim3−c radical.
Fig. 4 Variable-temperature dc magnetic susceptibility data for
restrained polycrystalline samples of 1-Dy (blue triangles), 1-Tb (pink
diamonds), 1-Gd (orange circles), 2-Dy (red circles), 2-Tb (blue
squares) and 2-Gd (green triangles) collected under a 0.1 T applied dc
field. Black lines represent a fit to the data for 1-Gd and 2-Gd giving rise
to J=−0.064(2) cm−1 and g= 2.029(1), and J=−1.96(2) cm−1 and g=

2.03(1), respectively.
Static magnetic susceptibility behaviour

Magnetic exchange coupling in 2-Ln was initially investigated
through measurement of the product of magnetic susceptibility
and temperature, cMT, Fig. 4 and S17–S24† (ESI contains
studies under various elds). Complexes 2-Gd, 2-Tb, and 2-Dy
show under a 0.1 T applied dc eld a room-temperature cMT
values of 16.63, 23.50, and 27.80 cm3 K mol−1 which agree well
with the values of 16.13, 24.00, and 28.71 cm3 K mol−1 for two
magnetically isolated LnIII (S = 7/2 and g = 2.00 for GdIII, J = 6
and gJ = 3/2 for TbIII, J = 15/2 and gJ = 4/3 for DyIII) and one
isolated S = 1

2 with g = 2.00 radical spin centre. As the
temperature is lowered, a rise in cMT is apparent, indicative of
a “giant spin” ground state arising from antiferromagnetic
exchange coupling between the lanthanide ions and the bis-
benzimidazole radical bridge. For 2-Dy, the maximum cMT
value of 45.41 cm3 K mol−1 under a 0.1 T applied dc eld is the
largest found for an organic radical-bridged dinuclear dyspro-
sium compound when compared to values of 32.3–37.1 cm3 K
mol−1 and 36.32 cm3 K mol−1 for dysprosium molecules con-
taining radical bridges of bipyrimidine derivatives and tetra-
pyridylpyrazine, respectively. This large cMT value signies that
both Dy ions in 2-Dy are effectively coupled through the
Bbim3−c bridge. The peak in cMT is followed by a steep drop to
a minimum value of 7.79 cm3 K mol−1 at 2 K. Notably, such
precipitous drop is an indication of magnetic blocking which is
affirmed by the sharp divergence of eld- and zero-eld-cooled
magnetic susceptibility data at 4.6 K, Fig. 5. For 2-Tb, upon
lowering the temperature a rise in cMT is observed rst, akin to
2-Dy, however, at the lowest temperatures cMT declines gradu-
ally, as opposed to the precipitous drop seen for 2-Dy. This hints
at the absence of magnetic blocking for 2-Tb expected on the
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
timescale of this experiment. By contrast, for 2-Gd, an increase
of the cMT product is observed at much lower temperature
which culminates in a value of 18.83 cm3 K mol−1. At the lowest
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 5577–5592 | 5583



Fig. 5 Plot of magnetization vs. temperature for 2-Dy during field-
cooled (turquoise squares) and zero-field-cooled (red circles)
measurements under a 0.1 T applied dc field displaying the thermo-
remanent magnetization.
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temperatures, a gradual downturn in cMT is only observed in
the dc magnetic susceptibility data collected at 1 T, Fig. S17.†

The intricate electronic structures of the paramagnetic
lanthanide ions prevent an exact determination of the value
and sign of the magnetic exchange coupling constant J for the
vast majority of multinuclear lanthanide molecules. GdIII

complexes inherent to a half-lled f-electron valence shell
render them well-suited for a reliable exchange coupling
quantication owing to their spin-only behaviour that is
untainted by the effects of spin–orbit coupling. Thus, the dc
magnetic susceptibility data were t to a spin-only Hamilto-
nian Ĥ = –2JGd-radŜrad$(ŜGd(1) + ŜGd(2)), where JGd-rad accounts
for the exchange constant ascribed to the intramolecular GdIII-
Bbim3−c coupling, Ŝrad is the spin operator for the Bbim3−c
radical, and ŜGd(n) is the spin operator for each GdIII ion (Fig. 4,
and S18–S20†). A decline in cMT at the lowest temperatures at
0.5 and 1 T (Fig. 4 and S19–S21†) is observed and attributed to
the Zeeman effect in lieu of long-range antiferromagnetic
interactions as veried from variable-eld variable-
temperature magnetic susceptibility data (Fig. S21†). This
effect is only consequential at the lowest temperatures and
therefore, a t to the data excluding the lowest temperature
points is considered. Fitting the data at 0.1 T from 5.2 K to 300
K yielded a JGd-rad value of −1.96(2) cm−1, suggestive of strong
antiferromagnetic coupling between the GdIII ions and the
bridging Bbim3−c radical anion to afford a S = 13/2 ground
state (Fig. 4). The value of JGd-rad is among the largest quan-
tied for radical-bridged gadolinium complexes. But it is
smaller than the coupling constants determined for bipyr-
imidyl radical- and tetra-2-pyridinylpyrazine radical-
containing digadolinium complexes.

Although the anisotropic nature of the dysprosium ions
precludes an accurate determination of the magnitude of
exchange coupling in 2-Dy, the trend of the temperature
dependence of the cMT data is not only similar but in fact much
more pronounced in terms of both occurrence of the cMT peak
5584 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 5577–5592
maximum and the shallow minimum, suggesting strong anti-
ferromagnetic dysprosium-radical coupling. In principle, the
conceivable exchange coupling mechanism in 2-Ln are a spin
polarization involving the empty LnIII 5d orbitals or a direct
exchange between the Bbim3−c radical and the LnIII 4f orbitals.

To demonstrate the impact of the radical-bridge on the static
magnetic susceptibility behavior of 2-Ln, dc magnetic suscep-
tibility data were also collected on polycrystalline samples of 1-
Ln in an applied magnetic eld of 0.1 T from 2 to 300 K, Fig. 4
and S25–S40† (ESI contains studies under various elds). At 300
K, 1-Gd, 1-Tb, and 1-Dy show under 0.1 T dc eld cMT values of
16.24, 23.55, and 27.96 cm3 K mol−1 which are in line with the
expected values of 15.76, 23.62, and 28.34 cm3 K mol−1 for two
non-interacting LnIII ions. In general, for all 1-Ln, with
decreasing temperatures, the cMT values shrink progressively,
whereby the decline is much more distinct at the lowest
temperatures. Specically: for 1-Gd, the cMT value remains
almost invariant until 20 K (15.49 cm3 K mol−1) aer which
a more pronounced decline occurs to 9.88 cm3 K mol−1 at 2 K;
for 1-Tb, a steady drop in cMT to 20.13 cm3 K mol−1 at 13 K is
observed before declining more rapidly to 14.00 cm3 K mol−1 at
2 K; for 1-Dy, a steady decrease in cMT to 22.79 cm3 K mol−1 at
13 K occurs followed by a more rapid decline to 15.93 cm3 K
mol−1 at 2 K. This cMT behaviour is ascribed to depopulation of
low-lying excited states. Fitting the cMT (T) data for 1-Gd to the
spin Hamiltonian Ĥ = −2JŜGdŜGd resulted in a small J value of
−0.064(2) cm−1 (with g = 2.029(1)) which conrms that the two
metals ions are noninteracting. Notably, placing an additional
spin on the bridge increases the strength of magnetic exchange
by two orders of magnitude (compare 1-Gd vs. 2-Gd). Relative to
2-Ln and expectedly, there is no upturn of cMT observed as this
would be indictive of lanthanide-radical coupling (Fig. 4
bottom).
Dynamic magnetic properties

The precipitous drop at low temperatures in the static magnetic
susceptibility data hints at magnetic blocking, and thus ac
magnetic susceptibility measurements were performed to
explore whether slow magnetic relaxation is occurring in each
complex 2-Ln (Ln = Tb and Dy). Ac data collected for 2-Dy
indeed shows frequency and temperature-dependent out-of-
phase susceptibility ðc00

MÞ signals that suggest long relaxation
times. When exposed to an ac magnetic eld of 0.1–1000 Hz at
temperatures between 4.5 and 11.5 K under zero dc eld, 2-Dy
exhibits a single c00

M peak which maximum shis over the
whole investigated temperature domain, Fig. 6 and S41–S45†.

Magnetic relaxation times, s, were extracted from tting
plots of c0

M versus c00
M (Cole–Cole plots) to a generalized Debye

model, Fig. S42.† Themagnitude of s as function of temperature
gives an invaluable insight into the operative magnetic relaxa-
tion processes at specic temperatures for a respective system.
Especially, in the event of a barrier to spin-reversal, an energy
exchange of the system with the lattice via phonons is required
to crest the top of the barrier aer which magnetic relaxation
can take place. This relaxation mechanism, referred to as
Orbach process, affords relaxation times s with an exponential
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 6 Variable-temperature, variable-frequency in-phase ðc0
MÞ (top)

and out-of-phase ðc00
MÞ (middle) ac magnetic susceptibility data

collected for 2-Dy under a zero applied dc field from 4.5 to 11.5 K.
Variable-temperature, variable-frequency out-of-phase ðc00

MÞ
(bottom) ac magnetic susceptibility data collected for 1-Dy under
a zero applied dc field from 5.5 to 24.5 K. Solid lines represent fits to
the data, as described in the main text. A non-zero c00

M out-of-phase
signal indicates the presence of an energy barrier to spin reversal.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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dependence on temperature: s= s0 exp(Ueff/kBT), where s0 is the
pre-exponential factor, Ueff is the effective spin-reversal barrier,
and kB is the Boltzmann constant. Therefore, the extracted
relaxation times were employed for the generation of Arrhenius
plots to identify the key parameters Ueff and s0, Fig. 6. For 2-Dy,
the relaxation times s are entirely temperature-dependent,
implying that an Orbach relaxation process is in place over
the total probed temperature and frequency range. A t to the
Arrhenius expression yields a barrier to spin relaxation of Ueff =

48.9(1) cm−1 with s0 = 3.2(1) × 10−7 s. Notably, a slight devia-
tion from linearity is detected at the lowest temperatures which
potentially indicates other relaxation processes occurring
within 4.5 and 5.25 K, Fig. 7 and S43.† Fitting the data points
above 5.25 K afforded approximately constant values for barrier
heights indicating the presence of true thermally activated
relaxation, Fig. S44 and S45.† For instance, a t to the Arrhenius
equation between 5.5 and 11.5 K affords a slightly higher barrier
Ueff = 51.9(1) cm−1 and s0 = 1.91(1) × 10−7 s, Fig. S45.† In
addition, dc relaxation experiments were pursued that can give
information in terms of operative relaxation processes below
the accessible temperatures through ac magnetic susceptibility
techniques, Fig. S50–S56 and Table S3.† In this technique, at
a given temperature, rst, a largemagnetic eld is applied to the
sample to reach magnetic saturation, second, the dc eld is
quickly removed, and then the relaxation recorded which
follows an exponential dependence. Hence, relaxation times s
between 1.8 and 4 K were extracted from dc relaxation
measurements, Table S3.† A successful modelling of the
resulting Arrhenius plot required both a quantum tunnelling
and Orbach term affording a Ueff = 49.2(1) cm−1 and s0 = 3.1(1)
× 10−7 s, Fig. 7 and S57, Table S4.† The inclusion of a Raman
process did not improve the quality of the t and yielded similar
values, Fig. S58.† A t to only Raman and Orbach processes did
not provide meaningful results.

The large magnetic anisotropy associated with the oblate-
shaped DyIII ion may engender slow magnetic relaxation,
especially if placed in an axial coordination environment. In
particular, tailored bis-Cp scaffolds have been shown to boost
its single-ion anisotropy.17,60–62 Thus, in light of the local envi-
ronment of the metal ions in 1-Dy, the occurrence of single-
molecule magnet behaviour was examined. When subjected to
an acmagnetic eld of 0.1–1000 Hz at temperatures between 5.5
and 24.5 K, 1-Dy features a single out-of-phase (c00

M) signal
which maximum shis over the entire probed temperature
range, Fig. 6, S46 and S47.† The relaxation times s are
temperature-dependent but show a substantial curvature
implying that 1-Dy has access to multiple pathways for spin
relaxation with differing temperature-dependences, Fig. S48.†
The best t required the inclusion of a Raman and an Orbach
relaxation process affording Ueff = 185.0(1) cm−1 with s0 =

1.0(1) × 10−8 s, Fig. S49 and Table S6.† Dc relaxation experi-
ments were conducted from 1.8 to 4.5 K and the relaxation
times extracted, Fig. S59–S69 and Table S5.† A satisfactory t to
all relaxation times derived from ac measurements and dc
relaxation experiments was achieved by considering quantum
tunnelling, Raman and Orbach relaxation processes leading to
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 5577–5592 | 5585



Fig. 7 Arrhenius plot of relaxation time data derived (top) from ac
magnetic susceptibility measurements from 5.5 to 24.5 K (blue to red
circles) and dc relaxation experiments from 1.8 to 4.5 K (cyan circles)
for 1-Dy, and (middle) from ac magnetic susceptibility measurements
from 4.5 to 11.5 K (pale blue to red circles) and dc relaxation experi-
ments from 1.8 to 4.5 K (dark blue circles) for 2-Dy. (Bottom)
comparison of relaxation times data derived from ac measurements
for 1-Dy and 2-Dy. The black solid lines represent fits to (top) QTM,
Raman and Orbach relaxation processes yielding Ueff = 182.1(1) cm−1

and s0 = 3.0(1) × 10−8 s; (middle) QTM and Orbach processes
affording Ueff = 49.2(1) cm−1 and s0 = 3.1(1) × 10−7 s; (bottom) Raman
and Orbach processes yielding 185.0(1) cm−1 and s0 = 1.0(1) × 10−8 s
for 1-Dy, and a linear fit to the Arrhenius equation affording Ueff =

48.9(1) cm−1 and s0 = 3.2(1) × 10−7 s for 2-Dy.
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Ueff = 182.1(1) cm−1 and s0 = 3.0(1) × 10−8 s, Fig. 7 and S70,
Table S6.†

1-Tb lacked single-molecule magnet behaviour under zero
and applied dc elds which can be attributed to the non-
Kramer's nature of TbIII ions alongside the non-ideal coordi-
nation environment for the metal centres.

The presence of single-molecule magnetism in 1-Dy can be
solely ascribed to the single-ion effect as the metal ions are
effectively uncoupled. The determined spin-reversal barrier is
comparable to dysprosiummetallocenes that feature two axially
coordinating Cp ligands and an equatorially binding ligand.
The latter induces transverse anisotropies that mix the levels of
the ground ± MJ doublet.63 By comparison, the barrier height
for 1-Dy is three times larger than for 2-Dy where the latter
exhibits only one operative relaxation mechanism at the time
scale of the ac measurements. Thus, the radical-bridge is
reducing the number of possible relaxation pathways for spin-
reversal in 2-Dy, and in this instance was able to suppress the
Raman process.

Ab Initio calculations

To give more insight to the magnetic properties of 2-Dy and 2-
Tb, ab initio calculations were performed at the SA-CASSCF/
RASSI-SO level for each individual LnIII ion in both
compounds (see computational details in experimental
section). TbIII is a non-Kramers ion and therefore the ground
states of both sites in 2-Tb are non-degenerate with essentially
planar type anisotropy (Tables S7 and S8†) precluding any SMM
behaviour in zero applied dc eld. Calculated DyIII ions from 2-
Dy present slightly mixed MJ = ±15/2 (∼76%) ground Kramers
doublet with gz= 18.5 within the effective spin 1/2 Hamiltonian,
and the rst excited state calculated at ∼72 cm−1 above (Tables
S10 and S11†).

As shown earlier, the closest intermolecular Ln–Ln distance
of 8.947 Å for 2-Tb and 8.956 Å for 2-Dy are large enough to
consider intermolecular dipolar coupling neglectable. In the
opposite, the relatively shorter intramolecular Ln–Ln distance
of 6.096 Å for 2-Tb and 6.060 Å for 2-Dy makes the presence of
an intramolecular Ln–Ln dipolar coupling possible. Using the
previously computed individual Ln centres energies and wave-
functions in the POLY_ANISO routine, the intramolecular
dipolar interactions are calculated by the following equation
(eqn 1):

E ¼ m0

4p~r 3

�
m!1$ m

!
2 �

3

~r 2
ð m!1$~rÞð m!2$~rÞ

�
(1)

with r the Ln–Ln vector, and m!1 and m!2 the magnetic moment
vectors of the two LnIII centres. Within the same POLYANISO
procedure, the exchange interactions (Jtex) in 2-Tb and 2-Dy
between the lanthanide centres and radical bridging ligand are
then evaluated by tting the experimental magnetic suscepti-
bility data (Fig. S72 and S75†) varying the Jtex in the following
Hamiltonian (eqn (2)) with Jcalcdip obtained on the basis of eqn
(1):21

Ĥ ¼ �2Jcalc
dip

~S1
~S2 � 2J fit

ex

�
~S1SRad þ ~S2SRad

�
(2)
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Table 3 Best fitted Jfitex (eqn (2)) and calculated exchange interaction
Jcalcex (eqn (3)) in cm−1 for complexes 2-Tb and 2-Dy. All values are
given within the Heisenberg model

Complex Jtex Jcalcex

2-Gd — −8.9
2-Tb −0.9 −4.8
2-Dy −3.5 −1.8
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with ~S1 and ~S2 the pseudospin ~S ¼ 1=2 operators at both
lanthanide sites, and SRad the spin 1/2 operator at the bary-
center of the four nitrogen atoms of the radical bridging ligand.
The calculated magnetic susceptibility curves reproduce fairly
well the experiment with Jtex = −0.9 cm−1 for 2-Tb (Fig. S73†)
and −3.5 cm−1 for 2-Dy (Fig. S76†). As expected, the Ln–Ln
dipolar couplings are very weak (∼−0.05 cm−1) in both
compounds and do not play a signicant role in the magnetism.
The low-lying exchange states are presented in Tables S9 and
S12,† and the anisotropy barrier for 2-Tb and 2-Dy are shown in
Fig. 8, S78 and S82.† A signicantly large tunnel splitting (0.8 ×

10−2 cm−1) is observed between degenerate exchange ground
states for 2-Tb. This suggests that fast relaxation occurs between
these two states in agreement with the absence of relaxation.
For 2-Dy, the relaxation is most likely to happen through the
rst excited state, with a computed Ueff value of 72.5 cm−1. The
experimental and calculated Ueff values (49.2 cm−1 vs.
Fig. 8 Low-lying exchange spectra calculated in 2-Tb (top) and 2-Dy
(bottom) according to Tables S9 and S12,† respectively. Energies of the
exchange states (in cm−1) in function of their magnetic moments (in
mB) are in bold black lines. The red dotted lines correspond to the
tunnelling pathways and the blue dotted lines correspond to Orbach/
Raman possible relaxation pathways. Values are the largest matrix
elements connecting each exchange doublet.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
72.5 cm−1) are slightly different but demonstrate that exchange
coupling governs the relaxation.

In order to rationalize the impact of the radical-bridged
ligand on the magnetic properties of 2-Dy, the same calcula-
tion procedure was applied to 1-Dy. Calculations at the SA-
CASSCF/RASSI-SO level for each individual DyIII ion shows
purer ground Kramers doublet than for 2-Dy, with MJ = ±15/2
(∼91%) and gz = 19.5 within the effective spin 1/2 Hamilto-
nian, which indicate a stronger Ising character (Tables S14 and
S15†). The rst excited state calculated at ∼160 cm−1 above the
ground state is also purer than for 2-Dy, and signicantly higher
in energy. These differences are mostly explained by the
absence of charge on the bridging ligand.

In the same way as for 2-Dy, the POLY_ANISO routine was
employed to compute the dipolar coupling Jcalcdip (eqn (1) and eqn
(2)) found at 0.05 cm−1. This small value conrms the two
magnetic centres are not interacting (Fig. S81†).

In parallel, the exchange coupling between the lanthanide
centre and the organic radical can be calculated at the CASSCF
level for radical-based complexes. Calculations were carried out
on the low spin conguration (septet for 2-Gd, sextet for 2-Tb
and quintet for 2-Dy) set of molecular orbitals for the hypo-
thetical YIII-Bbimc-LnIII moieties (Fig. S74, S77 and S79†) at
CAS(8,8)SCF, CAS(9,8)SCF and CAS(10,8)SCF level for Ln = Tb,
Dy and Gd respectively (see computational details). Using the
energy difference between the high spin states and low spin
states, Jcalcex is calculated on the basis of the following Heisen-
berg Hamiltonian model (eqn (3)):

H ¼ �2Jcalc
ex

~SLnSRad (3)

with ~SLn the spin operators of the lanthanide centers and SRad
the spin operator of the radical ligand. Jcalcex is equal to
−8.9 cm−1, −4.8 cm−1 and −1.8 cm−1 for 2-Gd, 2-Tb and 2-Dy,
respectively (Tables 3 and S13†).
Magnetic hysteresis

Variable-eld magnetization data were collected for poly-
crystalline samples of 1-Dy and 2-Dy between ±7 T using an
average sweep rate of 0.01 T s−1 (Fig. 9, S83, S84, and S89–S91†).
The hysteresis loops measured for 1-Dy are open at zero eld
below 5 K, Fig. 9 top. The coercive eld of HC = 0.11 T at 1.8 K
steadily decreases as the temperature is raised. By contrast, the
hysteresis loops collected for 2-Dy are open at zero eld at
temperatures below 5.5 K (Fig. 9). At 1.8 K, the coercive eld is
HC = 0.54 T which is among the largest found for organic
radical-bridged SMMs (Fig. 10). The HC preserves its maximum
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 5577–5592 | 5587



Fig. 9 Variable-field magnetization (M) data for compounds 1-Dy and
2-Dy collected at an average sweep rate of 0.01 T s−1 from 1.8 to 5.0 K
(1-Dy, top) and from 1.8 to 5.5 K (2-Dy, bottom). Variable-field
magnetization (M) data of 1-Dy and 2-Dy at 1.8 K for comparison
(middle).

Fig. 10 Plot of the exchange coupling constant J against the coercive
fieldHc and blocking temperature TB of the small set of known radical-
bridged dinuclear lanthanide complexes. The J values were deter-
mined for Gd compounds except for bptz− which was quantified for
the respective Dy complex. The Hc values were taken at 2 K and
together with the TB values were derived from Dy compounds.
Abbreviations correspond to the radical anions of indigo (Ind3−),
1,2,4,5-tetrazine (tz−), tetrapyridylpyrazine (tppz−), 3,6-bis(2-pyridyl)-
1,2,4,5-tetrazine (bptz−), chloroanilate (CAN3−), and 2,2′-bipyrimidine
(bpym), respectively.18–20,23–26,66
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up to approximately 2.5 K followed by a gradual decrease as the
temperature is raised, and nally yields a closed hysteresis loop
at 5.5 K (HC = 0.001 T, Fig. S83 and S84†). Accordingly, the
magnetic hysteretic data are in good agreement with the relax-
ation times extracted from ac magnetic susceptibility
measurements. Notably, the hysteresis loops feature
a pronounced step at HC = 0 which points at the presence of
quantum tunnelling pathways in 2-Dy. Such temperature-
independent relaxation through QTM was not observed
through the ac magnetic susceptibility measurements as those
5588 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 5577–5592
are conducted under considerably faster time scale. Remark-
ably, taking into account akin sweep rates, 2-Dy exhibits the
second highest maximum temperature for magnetic hysteresis
for organic radical-bridged dinuclear SMMs, surpassing those
for tppz3−c and HAN3−c radical-bridged SMMs and being
superseded by magnetic hysteresis temperatures of bpym−c
radical-bridged SMMs.64,65 Notably, the radical-bridge causes
a dramatic change of the shape of the magnetic hysteresis loop
where Hc is quintupled in 2-Dy relative to 1-Dy which equals to
enhanced suppression of quantum tunneling of the magneti-
zation, Fig. 9 middle.

Field-dependent magnetization measurements on 1-Ln and
2-Ln were performed between 0–7 T and 2 and 10 K (Fig. S85–
S87 and S92–S94†). At 2 K and low elds, the magnetization
curve of 2-Dy exhibits at rst a steep rise, then a dip at ∼0.1 T,
followed by a less pronounced incline to ∼0.28 T, and subse-
quently goes into a steep ascent to 1 T. Such dip is not detected
at higher temperatures and all curves surge to 1.0, 1.10, 1.25 and
1.5 T (4, 6, 8 and 10 K), respectively, before gradually plateauing.
Such a nonlinear curve shape is associated with magnetic
blocking, which is line with magnetization retention in hyster-
esis experiments below 5.5 K. The variable-temperature M(H)
curve for 1-Dy at 2 K is reminiscent to 2-Dy where a dip at 0.1 T
aer the initial rise occurs, followed by a less distinct growth
until ∼0.16 T, which transitions into a steep surge to 1 T, and
gradually increases to a value of 11.70 mB at 7 T. Similarly to 2-
Dy, signs for dips are lacking at higher temperatures for 1-Dy
and all curves exhibit a gradual increase. By contrast, features
indicative of magnetic blocking are not monitored for all
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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magnetization measurements of 1-Gd, 1-Tb, 2-Gd and 2-Tb. All
1-Ln approach a saturation magnetization with values of 15.77
mB for 1-Gd, 10.35 mB for 1-Tb, and 11.70 mB for 1-Dy. By contrast,
2-Gd and 2-Dy approach a saturation magnetization of 14.47 mB

and 11.25 mB at 2 K, whereas for 2-Tb a steady increase to
a maximum of 11.29 mB is observed without reaching full
magnetic saturation. Similar values have been documented for
other radical-bridged dilanthanide complexes such as [K(THF)6]
[(Cp*2Ln)2(m-Indc)] (Ln = Gd, Dy).24

The occurrence of such large magnetic hysteresis and coer-
civity in 2-Dy has huge ramications for the SMM eld:
Although the determined coupling constant is moderate for
a radical-bridged lanthanide system (Scheme 1 and Fig. 10) the
generated coupling is evidently strong enough to suppress
QTM. When compared to 1-Dy, the magnetic coupling is indeed
strong enough to also suppress the Raman relaxation process.
In fact, the coupling through the Bbim radical is much more
efficient than through a chloroanilate radical which has been
demonstrated to give a similar coupling strength in [CoCp2]
[(HBpz3)2Ln)2(m-CANc)] (HBpz3

−= hydrotris(pyrazol-1-yl)borate,
CAN3−c = chloroanilate).18 Notably, HC of 2-Dy is with 5400 Oe
huge and only surpassed by 6000 Oe detected for the currently
best performing dinuclear organic radical-bridged SMM,
[(Cp*2Ln)2(m-bpymc)]BPh4, where JGd–Rad approaches a value of
−10 cm−1. Such deviations may be rationalized by considering
magnetostructural correlations on each of these compounds
and a thorough inspection of their crystallographic parameters
(Table S16†): While the inner-ligand distances, especially of the
ring-connecting C–C bonds, are essentially identical in both
complexes (<0.01 Å), the Dy–N and Dy–Dy distances in 2-Dy are
signicantly shortened by 0.051 Å and 0.365 Å, respectively.
Moreover, the bite angle of the N–Dy–N moiety for the Bbim
radical ligand is found to be signicantly widened by 7.1° for 2-
Dy. This may be a rst indication for alterations in the charge
density around the lanthanide ions. In general, the coercivity Hc

raises as J increases since for exchange-coupled systems, the
separation between the ground and rst excited state is given by
j15JDy−Radj and therefore directly proportional to the exchange
coupling strength.21,25 Accordingly, the smaller magnetic
coupling in 2-Dy is expected to afford a smaller spin-reversal
barrier and indeed, this is in accordance with the acquired
experimental data (compare Ueff = 49.2(1) cm−1 vs. Ueff =

87.8(3) cm−1). In addition, a larger separation between those
states is anticipated to give a reduced mixing of the mj states.
The ground state Kramer's doublet in 2-Dy comprises a 3 : 1
mixture of the MJ = ±15/2 and ±11/2 states, though the
unknown composition of the ground state Kramer's doublet in
[(Cp*2Ln)2(m-bpymc)]BPh4 precludes a direct comparison.
However, theoretical analysis exists on structurally related
methyl-substituted bpymc radical-bridged complex, [(Cp*2-
Ln)2(m-bpym-Me2c)]BPh4, featuring JGd–Rad = −9.54 cm−1, Ueff =

82 cm−1, and THyst = 6.5 K. Intriguingly, the calculated sepa-
ration between ground state and rst excited Kramer doublet
was found to be 72.51 cm−1, which coincides excellently with
the separation calculated for 2-Dy (73.4/71.5 cm−1). The calcu-
lations reveal that the ground state g-tensor components in 2-Dy
possesses considerably larger equatorial contributions (0.0 (gx)
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
0.1 (gy) 18.6 (gz) (2-Dy)) relative to the bpym-Me2 bridged
complex (0.00757 (gx) 0.0152 (gy) 19.604 (gz)). Moreover, the
principal axes of the ground state g-tensors were found to lie
perpendicular to the Bbim plane, following the Cnt–Dy–Cnt
(where Cnt= centroid of the pentamethylcyclopentadienyl ring)
axis (Fig. S80†), which is similar to the bpym-Me2-bridged
complex, where the Cp*2 ligands are dominating the orienta-
tion of the magnetic moments. Notably, the orientation in the
CAN3−c bridged complex is within the ligand plane, but the axes
are pointing towards the ligand.18 Since the auxiliary ligand
framework is identical for both 2-Dy and the bpym-Me2-bridged
complexes, the differences likely originate from the bridging
Bbim radical ligand. Taking into account the spin density
distribution probed on the yttrium Bbim radical analogue, large
spin density is expected to be also on the nitrogen donor atoms
in 2-Dy.29 These observations could hint at the Bbim providing
a somewhat equatorial ligand eld and thus, matching Bbim
radicals with prolate ions such as ErIII innate to an axially
elongated electron cloud has the potential to lead to even better
performing radical-bridged SMMs.

Taken together, it becomes apparent that the correlation
between magnetic anisotropy, magnetic coupling, energy
barrier, relaxation processes, open hysteresis loops and coer-
civity are still poorly understood and require further research in
order to boost blocking temperatures towards room tempera-
ture for polynuclear complexes containing organic radical
linkers.

Conclusion

The bridging dianion of 2,2′-bisbenzimidazole was employed to
generate the rst series of dinuclear lanthanide complexes
containing Bbim2−. These molecules were further reduced to
a second series of lanthanide complexes that consist of the
radical bridging ligand, Bbim3−c, representing the rst
compounds with this radical paired with any paramagnetic
metal ion. The two series of molecules represent a rare study of
the magnitude of exchange coupling and how that impacts the
dynamic magnetic properties. The foregoing magnetic results
demonstrate that the Bbim3−c engenders strong antiferromag-
netic magnetic exchange coupling when paired with the mid-
sized paramagnetic lanthanide ions Gd, Tb and Dy, giving rise
to a “giant spin”. Remarkably, the coupling in 1-Gd is negligible
and in fact, placing an additional spin on the bridge in 2-Gd
increases the strength of magnetic exchange by two orders of
magnitude. The strong coupling leads then to extraordinary
single molecule magnet behaviour for the Dy congener, 2-Dy,
which exhibits a spin reversal barrier of 49.2(1) cm−1 and
magnetic blocking below 5.5 K. Notably, the strong magnetic
exchange in 2-Dy suppresses quantum tunnelling of the
magnetization effectively, affording the second highest coercive
eld for any dinuclear organic radical-bridged complex.
Intriguingly, 1-Dy shows open hysteresis loops up to 5 K, where
the single-molecule magnet behaviour originates from single-
ion effect. In contrast to 2-Dy, there are several pathways to
spin-reversal operative in 1-Dy one of which is the Raman
relaxation process. Indeed, the relaxation times derived from ac
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 5577–5592 | 5589
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magnetic measurements revealed that the strong coupling in 2-
Dy is able to suppress both quantum tunnelling of the mag-
netisation and the Raman relaxation. Moreover, elaborate
electronic structure calculations at the CASSCF level were
employed to gain insight into the electronic structure and
relaxation mechanism in this series of complexes. Calculations
allowed a semi-quantitative assessment of the LnIII–Bbim3−c
radical coupling where this antiferromagnetic interaction
governs the relaxation of the magnetic moment. An additional
feature of the 2-Dy complex is its accessible 4− oxidation state
for the Bbim bridge on the time scale of the electrochemical
experiment. Taken together, the Bbim3−c radicals produce
powerful dinuclear molecular magnets and constitute an
appealing path forward towards high-performing SMMs of
higher nuclearity such as of tetra- or octanuclear nature.
Notably, the systematic access to Bbim-bridged complexes
allows for the synthesis of molecules containing functionalized
Bbim ligands with substituents on the phenyl positions where
the effects of electron withdrawing or donating groups on the
strength of magnetic exchange concomitant with the arising
magnetization dynamics can be probed. The high tunability of
the Bbim ligand as well as controlled access of multiple oxida-
tion states also enables the pursuit of two- and three-
dimensional magnetic systems, such as magnetic MOFs, and
conductive materials. Finally, the access of many other
bisimidazole-based radicals can be envisioned, albeit yet
unknown, and clearly in need of exploration for the develop-
ment of new powerful magnets.
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